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ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN YOUR OWN WORDS!

What are resistance groups and what did they do during World War II ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Which country had the most effective resistance group? What were they called? ___________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Who tried to kill Adolf Hitler in July1944? ___________________________________________________________________
What happened to those who worked with the Allies? _________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
What kind of propaganda was used during the war? __________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Who controlled the German media during World War II? _______________________________________________________
Why did Germans listen to the BBC? _______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
What was the German secret police called? _________________________________________________________________
What did Americans and Canadians think about the war? _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
How did women help in the war? __________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
What did Joseph Stalin order his soldiers to do as they moved back? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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TRUE OR FALSE
T

The Gestapo was a German underground resistance organization
The Americans wanted revenge for what happened to them at Pearl Harbour
Many Germans listened to the BBC because they didn’t believe in what the government said.
A group of German officers killed Hitler in July1944.
The media was free in most Axis countries.
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MATCH THE WORDS WITH THE DEFINITIONS

A

arrest

the information organizations of a country

B

attempt

to make someone happy

C

cheer up

the main area of land, not the islands

D

distribute

small

E

effective

to capture a person and hold him in a prison for a certain

F

illegal

organization that secretly fights against an enemy that controls their country

G

mainland

resistance group in Yugoslavia

H

media

to enter a place with an army an control it for some time

I

Partisans

to get away from or to run away from

J

overthrow

try

K

weapons

useful, helpful

L

resistance

things that you use to fight against someone. like a bomb,
knife or gun

M

occupy

give out, send

N

intense

to agree with an idea and to help someone

O

escape

very strong

P

support

to bring down; to put an end to

Q

minor

against the law, not allowed

